Abstract. In order to capture all permissible implementations, partial models of component based systems are given as at the system level.
Introduction
Partial behaviour models such as Modal Transition Systems (MTS) [LT88] extend classical behaviour models by introducing transitions of two types: required or must transitions and possible or may transitions. Such extension supports interpreting them as sets of classical behaviour models. Thus, a partial behaviour model can be understood as describing the set of implementations which provide the behaviour described by the required transitions and in which any other additional implementation behaviour is possible in the partial behaviour model.
Partial behaviour model refinement can be defined as an implementation subset relation, thus naturally capturing the model elaboration process in which, as more information becomes available (e.g. may transitions are removed, required transitions are added), the set of acceptable implementations is reduced. Such notion is consistent with modern incremental development processes where fully described problem and solution domains are unavailable, undesirable or uneconomical.
The family of MTS formalisms has been shown to be useful as a modeling and analysis framework for component-based systems. Significant amount of work has been devoted to develop theory and algorithmic support in the context of MTS, MTS-variants, and software engineering applications. Developments include techniques for synthesising partial behaviour models from various specification languages (e.g. [FBD + 11,SUB08,KBEM09]), algorithms for manipulating such partial behaviour models (e.g. [KBEM09, BKLS09b] ), refinement checks [BKLS09a] , composition operators including parallel composition and conjunction (e.g. [FBD + 11]), model checking results(e.g. [GP11] ), and tools (e.g. [Sto05, DFFU07] ).
Up to now, an area that had been neglected is that of model decomposition or distribution. Distributed implementability and synthesis has been studied for LTS [Mor98, CMT99, Ste06, HS05] for different equivalences notion like isomorphism, language equivalence and bisimulation. On the other hand, work on MTSs has mostly assumed a monolithic system model which is iteratively refined until an implementation in the form of a LTS is reached.
Problems related to MTS distribution were studied by some authors [KBEM09, QG08, BKLS09b] and we compare their work to ours in Section 4. However the general problem of how to move from a MTS that play the role of a monolithic partial behaviour model to component-wise partial behaviour model (set of MTSs) has not been studied. We study the distribution problem abstractly from the specification languages used to describe the MTS to be distributed. Those languages may allow description of behaviour that is not distributable [UKM04] and a distribution is not trivial. Furthermore we study the problem of finding all possible distributed implementations. Appropriate solutions to this problem would enable engineers to move from iterative refinement of a monolithic model to component-wise iterative refinement.
More specifically, we are interested in the following problem: given an MTS M and component interfaces (the set of actions each component can control/monitor), can MTSs M 1 , . . . , M n matching the component interfaces be produced such that independent refinement of each M i will lead to a component LTS I i such that composing the I i s result in a system LTS that is a refinement of M ? We show that a sound and complete distribution can be built when the MTS to be distributed is deterministic, transition modalities are consistent and the LTS determined by its possible transitions is distributable.
We present various results that answer to some extent the questions above. The main result of the paper is an algorithm that under well-defined preconditions produces component MTSs of a monolithic partial system behaviour model without loss of information. That is, the independent refinement of the component MTSs to LTSs and their parallel composition results in exactly the set of distributable implementations of the monolithic MTS.
Background
We start with the familiar concept of labelled transition systems (LTSs) which are widely used for modelling and analysing the behaviour of concurrent and distributed systems [MK99] . An LTS is a state transition system where transitions are labelled with actions. The set of actions of an LTS is called its alphabet and constitutes the interactions that the modelled system can have with its environment. An example LTS is shown in Figure 5 (a). Definition 1. (Labelled Transition System) Let States be a universal set of states, and Act be the universal set of action labels. An LTS is a tuple I = S, s 0 , Σ, ∆ , where S ⊆ States is a finite set of states, Σ ⊆ Act is the set of labels, ∆ ⊆ (S × Σ × S) is a transition relation, and s 0 ∈ S is the initial state. We use αI = Σ to denote the alphabet of I.
Definition 2. (Bisimilarity) [Mil89] Let LTSs I and J such that αI = αJ. I and J are bisimilar, written I ∼ J, if (I, J) is contained in some bisimilarity relation B, for which the following holds for all ℓ ∈ Act and for all (I ′ , J ′ ) ∈ B:
r is an LTS representing required behaviour of the system and S, s 0 , Σ, ∆ p is an LTS representing possible (but not necessarily required) behaviour. We use αM = Σ to denote the communicating alphabet of M .
Every LTS S, Σ, ∆, s0 can be embedded into an MTS S, s 0 , Σ, ∆, ∆ . Hence we sometimes refer to MTS with the same set of required and possible transitions as LTS. We refer to transitions in ∆ p \ ∆ r as maybe transitions, depict them with a question mark following the label. An example MTS is shown in Figure 2(a) .
Given Parallel composition for MTSs with all transitions required (i.e. an LTS) is the same that parallel composition for LTSs [Mil89] . Strong refinement, or simply refinement [LT88] , of MTSs captures the notion of elaboration of a partial description into a more comprehensive one, in which some knowledge of the maybe behaviour has been gained. It can be seen as being a "more defined than" relation between two partial models. An MTS N refines M if N preserves all of the required and all of the proscribed behaviours of M . Alternatively, an MTS N refines M if N can simulate the required behaviour of M , and M can simulate the possible behaviour of N .
is contained in some strong refinement relation R, for which the following holds for all ℓ ∈ Act and for all (M ′ , N ′ ) ∈ R:
Property 1. Refinement is a precongruence with regards to meaning that if
LTSs that refine an MTS M are complete descriptions of the system behaviour up to the alphabet of M . We refer to them as the implementations of M .
Definition 6. (Implementation) We say that an LTS
We also define the set of implementations of
An MTS can be thought of as a model that represents the set of LTSs that implement it. The diversity of the set results from making different choices on the maybe behaviour of the MTS. As expected, refinement preserves implemen-
and s ∈ S then the closure of the state s over A is the set of states reachable from s using only transitions labelled by an action in A. Formally:
The projection of an MTS M over an alphabet Σ is an MTS M | Σ obtained from M by replacing the labels in M that are not in Σ by the internal action τ (written tau in the graphic representation of the MTS). Note that for any alphabet Σ in this paper holds that τ / ∈ Σ. We now discuss distribution of LTS models. Distribution of an LTS is with respect to a specification of component interfaces (the actions each component controls and monitors). Such specification is given by an alphabet distribution.
Given an alphabet Σ we say that Γ = Σ 1 . . . Σ n is an alphabet distribution over Σ iff Σ = ∪ i∈[n] Σ i were each Σ i is the (non-empty) alphabet of the local process i.
Definition 7 (Distributable LTS). Given I, an LTS over Σ, and Γ = {Σ 1 , . . . ,Σ n } an alphabet distribution of Σ, I is distributable if there exist LTS components I 1 , . . . , I n with αI i = Σ i such that i∈[n] I i ∼ I.
The distributed synthesis problem consists on deciding whether an LTS is distributable and, if so, build the distributed LTS components. Unfortunately, it is unknown if deciding whether an LTS is distributable is decidable in general [CMT99] . However, it has been solved for weaker equivalence notions such as isomorphism [Mor98, CMT99] and language equivalence [CMT99, Ste06] , and for restricted forms of LTS such as deterministic LTS [CMT99] .
The following is a formal yet abstract distribution algorithm for determinstic LTS defined in terms of the procedure in [CMT99, Ste06] . The procedure builds the component I i by projecting I over Σ i and then determinising (using a subset construction [HU79] ) I i .
Definition 8 (LTS distribution). Let I = S, s
0 , Σ, ∆ be an LTS and Γ an alphabet distribution then the distribution of I over Γ is DIST
S where S i is reachable from the initial state following ∆ i .
When Γ is clear from the context we just write
Theorem 1 (LTS Distribution Soundness and Completeness). [CMT99]
Let I be a deterministic LTS and Γ an alphabet distribution and DIST
LT S Γ
[I] = { I 1 , . . . , I n } then I is distributable (and in fact i∈[n] I i ≡ I) iff L(I) = L( i∈[n] I i ).
MTS Distribution
A distribution of a MTS according to an alphabet distribution Γ is simply a set of MTS components { M 1 , . . . , M n } such that αM i = Σ i . Of course, a first basic requirement for a distribution of a system MTS into MTS components is soundness with respect to refinement: any implementation of the component MTSs, when composed in parallel, yields an implementation of the system MTS (i.e. if M i I i for i ∈ [n] then M i∈[n] I i ). A second desirable requirement is completeness, meaning no distributable implementation is lost: a decomposition of M over Γ into a set of components { M 1 , . . . , M n } such that every distributable implementation of M is captured by the components. In other words, ∀I implementation of M that is distributable over Γ there are I i with i ∈ [n] such that M i I i and i∈[n] I i ≡ I, where ≡ stands for bisimilarity.
As discussed in the background section, multiple definitions of distribution for LTS exist. We restrict to deterministic implementations but take the most general distribution criteria, namely bisimilarity which under determinism is the same as language equivalence. The restriction to deterministic implementations is because as an LTS is also an MTS and MTS refinement applied to LTS is bisimulation, solving sound distribution for non-deterministic MTS would solve distribution for non-deterministic LTS considering bisimulation equivalence. The latter is not known to be decidable [CMT99] . The same reasoning can be applied to an implementation I
⊓ ⊔
This above property is reasonable: not all distributable implementations of an MTS can be achieved by refining independently partial specifications of components. Some decisions (or lack of them) regarding system behaviour captured in the system MTS may require coordinated refinement of component MTSs. In the counter-example described above, the system MTS states that either a or b will occur initially but not both. The decision on which will be provided in the final implementation requires coordinated refinement of the component models: Either I 1 provides a and I 2 does not provide b or the other way round.
Distribution of a Deterministic MTS
Despite negative result in Property 2 there is a relevant class of MTSs for which a sound and complete distribution is guaranteed to exist and for which an algorithm that produces such distribution can be formulated. The class is that of deterministic MTSs which assign modalities consistently and their optimistic implementation (M + ) is a distributable LTS. We first give an overview of the distribution algorithm for MTS, then prove soundness of the distributions produced by the algorithm, then define modal consistency of independent and prove the distributions produced by the algorithm are also complete under modal consistency.
The distribution algorithm requires a deterministic MTS M for which its optimistic implementation M + is a distributable LTS. The algorithm builds on the LTS distribution algorithm for deterministic LTS under bisimulation equivalence (see Background). The main difference is that it associates modalities 
Conceptually, the algorithm projects N + onto the component alphabets and determinises each projection. The modality of a component MTS transition is set to required if and only if at least one of its corresponding transitions in the system MTS is required. The projections of N + on Σ 1 and Σ 2 are depicted in Figure 4 , the deterministic versions of these projections are depicted in Figure 5 , and the component MTS resulting from adding modalities to transitions is depicted in Figure 6 . Note that the numbers in states of the deterministic MTS in Figures 5 and 6 correspond to the states of N as a result of determinisation.
We now present a formal yet abstract distribution algorithm defined in terms of the subset construction for determinising LTS models [HU79] and the LTS distribution algorithm in [Ste06] . 
S where S i is reachable from the initial state following
Note that in component N 1 of Figure 6 the required b transition from state { 9, 10 } to { 11, 12 } is a consequence of the required b transition from 9 to 11 and the maybe b transition from 10 to 12 in N . Had the transition from { 9, 10 } to { 11, 12 } in N 1 been a maybe rather than required then the distribution would not be sound. Let N We now discuss soundness of MTS distributions as constructed in Definition 11. First, note that Definition 11 when applied to LTS is equivalent to Definition 8, that is the distribution constructed when the MTS is a deterministic LTS is, in effect, a distribution of the LTS. What follows is a sketch of the more general soundness proof.
Theorem 2 (Soundness). Let M be a deterministic MTS and Γ a distribution such that M + is a distributable LTS over Γ , then the MTS distribution (Definition 11) is sound (as defined in Definition 10). Proof. We need to prove that for any I 1 , . . . , I n such that
I. As refinement is a precongruence with regards to meaning that if ⊓ ⊔
We now define modal consistency of transitions, which is a necessary condition for Definition 11 to produce complete distributions.
We say that the modalities of an MTS M are inconsistent with respect to an alphabet distribution Γ when there is an action ℓ such that there are two traces w and y leading to two transitions with different modalities on ℓ (i.e. a required and a maybe ℓ-transition) and that for each component alphabet Σ i ∈ Γ where ℓ ∈ Σ i , the projection of w and y on Σ i are the same.
The intuition is that if M is going to be distributed to deterministic partial component models, then some component contributing to the ocurrence of the ℓ after w and y must have a different reached both points through different paths (i.e. w| Σi = y| Σi ). If this is not the case, then the distribution will have to make ℓ after w and y always maybe or always required.
Definition 12 (Alphabet Distribution Modal Consistency). Let Γ be an alphabet distribution and A sound and complete distribution of P would require a deterministic component MTS for Σ 1 = { a, b } that would either require a after ab or have a maybe a after ab. The former would disallow the implementation I 1 of Figure 8 (b) which in turn would make impossible having a component implementation I 2 such that I 1 I 2 yields I of Figure 8 (a) which is a deterministic distributable implementation of P . Hence requiring a after ab would lead to an incomplete distribution. Choosing the latter would allow implementation I 1 which would make the distribution unsound: In order to have implementations that when composed yield P + , an implementation with alphabet Σ 2 = { b, c, d } bisimilar to Figure 8 (c) is needed. However, such an implementation, when composed with I 1 is not a refinement of P .
Theorem 3 (Completeness). Let M be a deterministic MTS and Γ a distribution such that M + is a distributable LTS over Γ , and M is modal consistent then the MTS distribution (Definition 11) is complete (as defined in Definition 10).
The proof of this theorem uses the following lemmas: Recall that the distribution algorithms produce deterministic components. Therefore we can use Lemma 1 to show that each MTS component is refined by its corresponding LTS component. Let M i and Q i be the MTS and LTS components for Σ i ∈ Γ . Every possible trace in Q i is possible in M i (Lemma 2). Then the only way Q i is not a refinement of M i is because there is some required behaviour in M i that is not present in Q i . So lets suppose M i Q i , then
We now present an algorithm that creates, for every i ∈ algorithm adds the required transitions. Furthermore, the added transitions do not modify the composition (Lemma 3). 
Algorithm 1 Extension to each
E 1 is the same as component N 1 in Figure 6 (a). E 2 is like component N 2 in Figure 6 (b) only that the d transition from { 5, 7 } to { 9 } is a maybe d transition. I E in Figure 9 (b) is an implementation of E and (Figure 10 (a) and 10(b)). The algorithm takes { (E 1 , Q 1 ), (E 2 , Q 2 ) } and returns components I 1 (I 1 is the same as the LTS in Figure 5 (a)) and I 2 (I 2 is in fact Q 2 ). As E 2 Q 2 then the algorithm will not
The algorithm then adds the missing transition to Q 1 and the result is I 1 (I 1 is the same as the LTS in Figure 5(a) ). Now E 1 I 1 and the algorithm finishes. See how I 1 I 2 ≡ Q 1 Q 2 as the added b transition to Q 1 in I 1 does not appear in the composition because Q 2 does not provide the needed synchronisation.
Finally we prove that the algorithm finishes. As there are finite components it is sufficient to show that M i I Lemma 3. Let M be a deterministic MTS such that M + is distributable over Γ and modal consistent.
Related Work
Distributed implementability and synthesis has been vastly studied for LTS for different equivalences notion like isomorphism, language equivalence and bisimulation [Mor98, CMT99, Ste06, HS05] . The general distributed implementability problem has not been studied for MTS.
A component view of the system has been taken in the context of studies on parallel composition of MTS [BKLS09b] , however such view is bottom-up: Given partial behaviour models of components, what is the (partial) behaviour of the system resulting of their parallel composition. The only notable example that takes a top-down approach is [KBEM09] A synthesis procedure is proposed that given system level OCL properties and UML scenarios, component partial behaviour models are automatically constructed such that their composition requires the behaviour required by system level properties and scenarios, and proscribed the behaviour not permitted by the same properties and scenarios.
In [QG08] , MTS distribution is studied as a instance of more general contractbased formalism. The notion that corresponds to our definition of complete and sound MTS Distribution (see Definition 10) is called decomposability, Definition 3.8 [QG08] . Decomposability is a strictly stronger notion which requires all implementations of M to be captured by some distribution i∈[n] M i . Our definition only requires distributable implementations of M to be refinements of i∈[n] M i . In particular Figure 3 , with transition from 6 to 9 changed to being only possible, is not distributable according to [QG08] but is according to our definition. Moreover, the distribution algorithm of [QG08] cannot handle examples such as Figure 3 .3 in [Ste06] which can be handled by standard LTS distribution algorithms (and ours) by determinising projections.
Conclusions
In this paper we provide results that support moving from iterative refinement of a monolithic system models to component-wise iterative refinement. We present a distribution algorithm for partial behaviour system models specified as MTS to component-wise partial behaviour models given as sets of MTSs. We precisely characterise when the decomposition provided is sound and complete, we also discuss why the restrictions to the distribution problem (namely determinism, modal consistency and distributability of M + ) are reasonable, are unlikely to be avoidable for any sound and complete distribution method, and can be seen as a natural extension of the limitations of existing LTS distribution results.
Future work will involve experimenting with case studies to assess the practical limitations imposed by the restrictions introduced to enforce completeness of distributions. We expect insights gained to allow for definition of more generally applicable sound but not complete distribution algorithms and elaboration techniques to support refinement of system models into models for which distribution algorithms exist.
